
Photographic Competition  
  My Port Melbourne • Monday 25th July 
 Entries Close Monday 27th June

Entries can be submitted as a print, or as digital either on a memory stick  
or uploaded to John Kirby’s drop box, listed below*

An entry consists of:
• a photo or a series of related photos, with a label/title
• a story of up to 200 words explaining why this photo is special to 
   you in Port Melbourne.

There will be three elements to this competition:
a. A panel of judges will decide on the best 20 entries which will be shown as a 

slide show at the PMH&PS meeting on Monday July 25th;
b. All entries will be displayed in hard copy at that meeting and members will 

vote to choose the most popular entry, which will receive the People’s Prize;
c. The panel of judges will announce their choice of winner at the end of that 

meeting, and award a prize to that entrant.

The judges will consider the total entry; photo, title and story,  
and judge each entry on how well it demonstrates the exhibitor’s connection to the  
subject of the photo and to the place of Port Melbourne.

Entries can be historical; that is, either a photo you have taken or one from Port 
Melbourne’s past taken by a known or unknown photographer. We also seek 
contemporary photos of subjects such as your house or apartment block, or even of 
you at a location significant to you and Port Melbourne. 

Examples: • Several photos in a sequence, e.g. your apartment as the site was cleared, 
          a block of apartments being put up and your moving in day
       • A photo of your junior sports team or a match in progress 
       • A family photograph relating to Port Melbourne; such as a shot of  your  
         grandparents on their wedding day.

Important, please note:

How to lodge your entry
1. Place your photo and story in 
an envelope labelled with your 
name and give it to Margaret 
Bride or John Kirby at the 
May or June meeting; or leave 
photo and story in Society’s 
Rooms marked “PMHPS Photo 
Competition” prior to Monday 
June 27th).

Or
2. Scan the photo or photos and 
your title and story to a memory 
stick clearly labelled with your 
name, and put in an envelope 
clearly marked ‘PMHPS Photo 
Competition’. Hand this to John 
Kirby or Margaret Bride at  
a meeting, or leave at Society 
Rooms at the Town Hall. 

Or*
3. Upload your entry 
electronically to John Kirby 
via the link:
https://www.hightail.com/u/
johnkirby

No entry will be 
accepted after June 27

1.  It is a condition of the competition that the 
entrant grants PMHPS permission to retain a  
copy of the entry, add it to the Society’s collection 
and use as it sees fit, with source acknowledged.

2.  If the photograph(s) are not your own, 
please acknowledge the photographer and 
source when submitting your entry. 


